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OPERATION MANUAL
(Ver. 1.0*)

Thank you for purchasing our product. Read this manual carefully before use to avoid
unexpected accidents and to take full advantage of the product’s capabilities.
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Important Safety Information

Important Safety Information
1. Intended Use
This product is a device to feed air to or evacuate a balloon that assists insertion of an
endoscope into the small intestine at a medical facility under the management of a physician. Never use this equipment for any other purposes. This product cannot be used to
send air to the endoscope. In addition, it is presumed that only medical personnel, who
understand the mechanisms and operation procedures of this product, will be allowed
to use it. This product is not intended for use for any child or baby.

2. Safety
Read and understand this manual carefully before use. Use the balloon controller by
following the provided instructions. Items important for the safe use of the balloon
controller are summarized in Chapter 1 “Safety.”
Safety precautions associated with individual operations or procedures are provided
separately, indicated by “ WARNING” or “ CAUTION.”

3. Warning
Items that must be observed for safety when using the balloon controller are identified
by “ WARNING” or “ CAUTION.” Perform procedures correctly by reading and
understanding the warning information carefully.

WARNING
Read and understand this manual carefully before
operating the balloon controller.
Improper use or operation of the equipment may
injure patients, physicians, or people in the vicinity.
Improper operations that will damage the equipment only are identified by
“CAUTION.”
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Important Safety Information

4. Clinical Procedures
This manual assumes that the product will be used by medical specialists who have
received proper training in endoscopic procedures. It does not provide information
about clinical procedures. Regarding clinical procedures, use proper clinical judgment.

5. When Using Balloon Controller for the First Time
The tube kit for the balloon controller has not been sterilized. When using it for the
first time, clean and sterilize it.

6. High Voltage
This product has high voltage portions. No one except service personnel should touch
the inside.

7. Foreign Substance and Liquid
Foreign substance or liquid may cause fire or electric shock if it enters inside of this
product. In such a case, stop using the equipment immediately, disconnect the power
plug from the power outlet, and contact your local FUJIFILM dealer.

8. If Any Abnormality Occurs During Clinical Procedure
If any abnormality occurs with the equipment or any error code is indicated, refer to
Chapter 12 “Troubleshooting.”
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Preface

Preface
This manual describes how to use the balloon controller PB-30 as well as how to clean,
disinfect, sterilize and store it.
PB-30 is used in combination with an endoscope for G.I. tract. For details on how to
use it, refer to the operation manual of each endoscope.

Conventions Used in This Manual
This manual uses the following conventions for easier understanding.
General Conventions
Convention

Description
Indicates a potential danger that may cause harm to people.

WARNING

Explains dangerous situations that may cause death or serious
injury if not avoided.

CAUTION

Explains situations that may cause injury if not avoided.

CAUTION

(1), (2), (3), ...

Explains situations that may cause damage to equipment if not
avoided.
Indicates consecutive numbers in operating procedures for the
order in which successive steps in the procedure should be
taken.

[Note]

Indicates a comment or supplementary information.
Indicates a reference.
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Chapter 1 Safety

Chapter 1 Safety
1. Precautions in Using the Product
1) Preparation and inspection before use
Prior to using this product, prepare a spare one to avoid unexpected accidents such as
equipment failure. If a replacement is not available, you may not be able to continue endoscopic
procedures.
Make sure to inspect the equipment before use according to the procedures provided in this manual,
to avoid unexpected accidents, and take full advantage of the equipment’s capabilities.
If the inspection result shows any abnormality, do not use the same equipment.
2) Combination of equipment
This product is used in combination with an endoscope system. In order to avoid unexpected
accidents, do not use this product except in combination with components or systems described
in Chapter 2.
Refer to “<Devices Used in Combination>” in “Main Specifications” for the combinations of
endoscopes, over-tubes and tube kits.
In order to avoid unexpected accidents and take full advantage of the equipment’s capabilities,
read the operation manual of the equipment carefully before using it.
3) Abnormality in use
If any abnormality is noticed during use, carry out safety checks and discontinue use
immediately.
4) Maintenance
The equipment will wear out and degrade after repeated use for a long period. In particular,
resin and rubber parts wear out over time or due to the chemicals used. Have it checked by
specialists once every six months or once every 100 cases, whichever comes first. Also have
it checked if there is anything wrong with the equipment.
Never disassemble or modify the equipment.
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5) Electromagnetic interference
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for medical devices defined
in EN 60601-1-2:2007. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against
harmful interference in a typical medical installation. However, it is possible that it may cause
harmful interference to other devices in the vicinity, even though it is installed and used in
accordance with the instructions. Also, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in
a particular installation. Therefore, if this equipment does cause harmful interference to other
devices, which can be determined by turning this product off and on, the user is encouraged
to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:
• Change the orientation or position of any affected device.
• Increase the spacing between devices.
• Consult the manufacturer or dealer of the device.
This product may be affected by electromagnetic interference. If it occurs, turn off any object
causing such interference, or keep it far away from this product.

WARNING
Do not place any objects that emit strong electromagnetic waves near
this product. Otherwise, malfunction of this product may occur.

CAUTION
Noise may appear on the monitor of this product due to the effect of
electromagnetic waves. In this case, turn off the device emitting the
electromagnetic waves or move the device away from this product.
Use the cable specified in this manual to connect this product and
an external monitor. Use of other cables may cause an increase in
electromagnetic emission or decrease in electromagnetic immunity of
this product.

2. Cleaning and Sterilization
The tube kit of this balloon controller has not been sterilized. When using it for the first time,
perform cleaning and sterilization suitable for the application.
After using it, clean and sterilize it according to the procedures in this manual. Inadequate
cleaning and sterilization may result in infection.
Wear personal protective equipment during chemical cleaning and sterilization to protect your
skin and to prevent infection.

8
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Chapter 1 Safety

3. Disposal
This product has heavy metal parts. When disposing of this product, comply with local laws and
regulations in your area. Determine whether or not the product is to be treated as a biohazard,
then handle and dispose of accordingly.

4. “ Warning” and “ Caution” Messages Appearing in Individual Chapters
Chapter 6 Preparation and Inspection
6.1 Connecting PB-30 and an External Monitor
If an external monitor is used, connect the power cable to receptacles for peripherals on the
cart or a receptacle via an insulating transformer. Not doing so may increase the enclosure
leakage current, posing a risk of injury or electric shock to the patient and/or the physician
when he/she comes into contact with those devices.
Connect the external monitor in accordance with the specification of the insulating transformer.
6.3 Installation of PB-30
Use the power source at the rated voltage. Only use the power cord provided with this product.
Improper use of power may cause electric shock or fire.
Connect the power plug to the protective earth receptacle. Do not set up this product in locations
where there is any risk of contact with water. No one except service personnel should open
the cover. There is a risk of accidents by electric shock.
Do not take power from a power strip placed on the floor.
There is a risk of accidents by electric shock.
Do not take power for the second power strip from the first power strip.
Impedance of protective earth may increase and there is a risk of accidents by electric shock.
Do not connect any unit other than the equipment composing this system to the power strip.
Leakage current may increase, posing a risk of injury or electric shock to the patient and/or
the physician when he/she comes into contact with the device.
If the power cords of the peripherals are connected without using the insulation transformer,
the enclosure leakage current may increase, posing a risk of injury or electric shock to the
patient and/or the physician when he/she comes into contact with those devices.
Do not simultaneously touch the patient and any terminals of the devices that make up the
system. Doing so may cause electric shock.
Do not use the equipment in atmosphere of flammable gas. Doing so may cause explosion or fire.
If the inspection result shows any abnormality, do not use the equipment. Use of faulty
equipment may cause misdiagnosis or injury.
Chapter 7 How to Use the Equipment
7.1 Operating the Balloon
Do not operate the balloon forcibly. Doing so may damage mucous membrane.
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Chapter 8 Cleaning
8.1 Conditions of Cleaning
Clean and sterilize (or disinfect) this product properly according to the procedures described
in this manual, immediately after an examination is completed. There is a risk of infection
and/or damaging this product.
Chapter 9 Chemical Disinfection
9.3 Chemical Disinfection of Balloon
The balloon must be completely immersed in chemical solution. Remove air bubbles
completely. If any air bubbles remain, effective disinfection cannot be achieved and an
inadequately disinfected balloon may pose an infection risk.
9.4 Disinfection of Tube Kit
The tube kit must be completely immersed in chemical solution. Remove air bubbles
completely. If any air bubbles remain, effective disinfection cannot be achieved and an
inadequately disinfected tube kit may pose an infection risk.
Chapter 10 Sterilization
10.4 Sterilization of Balloon
Proceed with gas sterilization after removing moisture from the balloon. Applying gas
sterilization to wet surfaces may compromise sterilization.
Proceed with aeration after gas sterilization. Gas residuals remaining in the balloon after gas
sterilization may be harmful to the human body.
Chapter 11 Storage and Maintenance
Dry the tube kit before storing them. If the tube kit is stored without drying it, there is a risk
of infection.
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Chapter 2 Composition of PB-30 and System Configuration

Chapter 2 Composition of PB-30 and System Configuration
2.1 Composition of PB-30
The PB-30 set consists of the following items.
[Note] Figures in parentheses indicate quantities.

Main unit
PB-30 (1)

Remote switch
RC-30 (1)

Power Cord (1)

PE

O
I
AT

R
N

O
AN

M
U
AL

Operation manual (1)
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Chapter 2 Composition of PB-30 and System Configuration

2.2 System Configuration
The balloon controller is used in combination with the applicable endoscope and over-tube.
[Note] Refer to “<Devices Used in Combination>” in “Main Specifications” for the
combinations of endoscopes, over-tubes and tube kits.

Endoscope [Note 1]
EC-450BI5
EN-450P5/20
EN-450T5
EN-450T5/W
EN-530T
EN-580T
EN-580XP
EI-580BT

Monitor [Note 1]

Remote switch
RC-30

Foot switch
FS1
Balloon
BS-2
BS-4

Over-tube
TS-12140
TS-13140
TS-13101
TS-1214B
TS-1314B
TS-1114B

[Note 1]

Balloon controller
PB-30

Tube kit
TY-04 (optional accessory)
TY-06 (optional accessory)
TY-400 (optional accessory)
TY-500 (optional accessory)

Cart [Note 1]

[Note 1] A
 ccessory equipment connected to the analog and digital interfaces must be in compliance
with the nationally harmonized IEC standards (i.e. IEC 60950 for data processing equipment,
IEC 60065 for video equipment, IEC 61010-1 for laboratory equipment, and IEC 60601-1
for medical equipment.) Furthermore all configurations shall comply with the requirement
for ME systems of IEC60601-1. Everybody who connects additional equipment to the signal
input part or signal output part configures a medical system, and is therefore, responsible
that the system complies with the requirement for ME systems of IEC60601-1. If in doubt,
consult the technical services department or your local representative.
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Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part

Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part
3.1

Main Unit (PB-30)

<Front Panel>

8

1

7

2

6

3

5

4

1

Power button
This switch is used to turn on/off the power.
When the power is on, the green LED on the left side is lit.

2

Display mode toggle switch
This switch is used to toggle between “pressure value display mode" and "pressure indicator
display mode.”

3

Balloon switch 2 (Black: Endoscope side)
This switch is used to start/stop supplying air to or discharging air from the balloon on the
endoscope side.
When this switch is pressed while the green light is off, the light turns on and air discharge
starts. To start air supply, use the remote switch.
When this switch is pressed while the green light is on, the light turns off and air supply or
discharge stops.

13
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Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part

4

Tube connector 2 (Endoscope side)
The tube 2 is connected to this part through the filter of the tube kit.

5

Tube connector 1 (Over-tube side)
The tube 1 is connected to this part through the filter of the tube kit.

6

Balloon switch 1 (White: Over-tube side)
This switch is used to start/stop supplying air to or discharging air from the balloon on the
over-tube side.
When this switch is pressed while the green light is off, the light turns on and air discharge
starts. To start air supply, use the remote switch.
When this switch is pressed while the green light is on, the light turns off and air supply or
discharge stops.

7

Stop switch
While the buzzer is sounding, if you press this switch, the buzzer stops sounding.

8

Pressure display
The pressure value or pressure indicator is displayed with LEDs.

14
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Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part

<Back Panel>

1
8

2
3

7

4

6
5
1

Remote terminal
The cable of the remote switch is connected to this terminal.

2

S video terminal
A component signal separated into a Y signal for brightness and a C signal for color is
output.
An external monitor to graphically show the balloon conditions is connected to this
terminal.
Chapter 5 “Graphic Display”
[Note] Use the cable CC2-901, CC2-903, CC3-601, CC3-603 or CC3-608 to connect an
external monitor.
Video output terminal
An external monitor to graphically show the balloon conditions is connected to this
terminal.

3

Chapter 5 “Graphic Display”
[Note] Use the cable BNC-01, BNC-03 or BNC-05 to connect an external monitor.
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Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part

4

Foot switch terminal
This terminal is used to connect the foot switch (optional accessory).

5

RS232C connector
Service personnel use this connector for maintenance and inspection.
Normally, this connector is not used.

6

Fuse holder
One T2.5A H 250V fuse is contained in each holder.

7

Power cord

8

Equipotential terminal
The equipotential plug is connected to this terminal.
When this terminal is used, be sure to connect a device that conforms to EN 60601-1.

16
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Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part

3.2 Remote Switch (RC-30)
3.2.1 Name and Function of Each Part of Remote Switch

1
2
5
3

6

4

Toggle switch 1 (White: Over-tube side)
This switch toggles between air supply and air discharge to/from the balloon on the
over-tube side.
When the power is turned on, the inside light turns on and air is discharged from the
balloon.
When this switch is pressed while the inside light is on, the outside light turns on and air is
supplied to the balloon. When this switch is pressed while the outside light is on, the inside
light turns on and air is discharged from the balloon.

1

[Note] This switch is disabled if the balloon switch 1 on the main unit is off.

17
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Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part

2

Toggle switch 2 (Black: Endoscope side)
This switch toggles between air supply and air discharge to/from the balloon on the
endoscope side.
When the power is turned on, the inside light turns on and air is discharged from the
balloon.
When this switch is pressed while the inside light is on, the outside light turns on and air is
supplied to the balloon. When this switch is pressed while the outside light is on, the inside
light turns on and air is discharged from the balloon.
[Note] This switch is disabled if the balloon switch 2 on the main unit is off.

3

Pause switch 2 (Endoscope side)
If you press this switch during air supply or discharge to/from the balloon on the endoscope
side, air supply or discharge is paused. The switch lights up during pausing.
[Note] When immediately after the power source ON, air is not supplied or discharged until
the line pressure reaches -6.0 kPa.

4

Stop switch
While the buzzer is sounding, if you press this switch, the buzzer stops sounding.

5

Pause switch 1 (Over-tube side)
If you press this switch during air supply or discharge to/from the balloon on the over-tube
side, air supply or discharge is paused. The switch lights up during pausing.
[Note] When immediately after the power source ON, air is not supplied or discharged until
the line pressure reaches -6.0 kPa.

6

RC connector
Connects to the remote terminal of the main unit.

18
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3.2.2 Operation of Remote Swtich
Switch operation

Switch state

Air supply or discharge
Air is discharged from the balloon or over-tube.

Power-on

Inside light: On
Outside light: Off

When pressed
once

Inside light: Off
Outside light: On

Air is supplied to the balloon or over-tube.

Inside light: On
Outside light: Off

Air is discharged from the balloon or over-tube.

When pressed
once again

Toggles when
pressed

When the balloon switch on
the main unit is off

Inside light: Off
Outside light: Off

[Note] When the power is turned on, both the
toggle switches 1 and 2 are set to air
discharge.

Air supply or discharge to/from the balloon and
over-tube stops.
[Note] Operation of each toggle switch is
disabled.
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Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part

3.3 Tube Kit [Note] Optional Accessory
[Note] Use the tube kit in combination with the devices in “Main Specifications”.
[Note] The filter and tube are consumable supplies. Replace them with new once a month
or once every 10 cases, whichever comes first.

3.3.1 TY-04 and TY-06

1

1
2

2

3

4

4

TY-04 [Note] Optional accessory

1

3

4
TY-06 [Note] Optional accessory

Filter
If the balloon is broken, body fluid that flows backwards is trapped here.

2

Tube 2 (Endoscope side)
This tube (transparent) is used to connect the main unit and endoscope.

3

Tube 1 (Over-tube side)
This tube (white) is used to connect the main unit and the over-tube.

4

Label for tube identification
This label identifies tube 1 and tube 2.
The tube 1 is used on the over-tube side. The tube 2 is used on endoscope side.

20
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3.3.2 TY-400 and TY-500

2

2

1

1

3

3

4

4

5
TY-400 [Note] Optional accessory

TY-500 [Note] Optional accessory

Filter

1

If the balloon is broken, body fluid that flows backwards is trapped here.

2

Rubber plate
This plate integrates the tubes to prevent cross connection of the tube on the over-tube side
and that on the endoscope side.
Install this plate so that the letters on the plate are in the correct direction.

3

Tube 2 (Endoscope side)
This tube is used to connect the main unit and endoscope.

4

Tube 1 (Over-tube side)
This tube is used to connect the main unit and the over-tube.

5

Label for tube identification
This label identifies the tube 1 and tube 2.
The tube 1 is used on the over-tube side. The tube 2 is used on endoscope side.
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Chapter 3 Name and Function of Each Part

3.4 Foot Switch (FS1) [Note] Optional Accessory

1

2

3

1

Gray switch (Gray)
This switch is used to supply or discharge air to/from the balloon on the over-tube side.
When the power is turned on, air is discharged from the balloon. When this switch is
pressed once, air is supplied to the balloon. When this switch is pressed once again, air is
discharged from the balloon.
[Note] This switch is disabled if the balloon switch 1 on the main unit is off.

2

Black switch (Black)
This switch is used to supply or discharge air to/from the balloon on the endoscope side.
When the power is turned on, air is discharged from the balloon. When this switch is
pressed once, air is supplied to the balloon. When this switch is pressed once again, air is
discharged from the balloon.
[Note] This switch is disabled if the balloon switch 2 on the main unit is off.

3

Connector
This connector is connected to the foot switch terminal of the main unit.

22
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3.5 Symbols
Symbol

Description
Lot number
Serial number
Date of manufacture
Manufacturer
Authorised representative in the European Community
Consult instructions for use
Temperature limitation
Keep dry
CE marking
Type BF applied part
WEEE marking [Note]
Humidity limitation
Atmospheric pressure limitation
On/Off (push-push)
Alternating current
Fuse
Equipotential terminal
Over-tube status
Endoscope status

[Note] This product shall not be treated as household waste.
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Chapter 4 Pressure Display
4.1 Outline
The status of the balloon on the endoscope or over-tube connected to the tube connector is
displayed on the pressure display on the front panel of the main unit.
Two types of pressure display are available: pressure value display and pressure indicator
display.
The display toggles between “pressure value display mode” and “pressure indicator display
mode” each time the display mode toggle switch is pressed on the front panel of the main
unit.
If an error is detected, the corresponding error code is displayed.

4.2 Pressure Value Display
The status of the balloon on the endoscope or over-tube connected to the tube connector is
displayed with a pressure value.
The pressure value of the tube connector 1 (over-tube side) is displayed on the left side, and
that of the tube connector 2 (endoscope side) is displayed on the right side.

Display color

Negative pressure to +8.1 kPa: White
+8.2 kPa or higher: Orange
		If the pressure is +9.3 kPa or higher, “FFF” is
displayed.
The pressure values are not displayed if the balloon switch 1 or 2 on the main unit is off (if
air supply or discharge is stopped).
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4.3 Pressure Indicator Display
The status of the balloon on the endoscope or over-tube connected to the tube connector is
displayed with the pressure indicator.
The pressure indicator of the tube connector 1 (over-tube side) is displayed on the left side,
and that of the tube connector 2 (endoscope side) is displayed on the right side.

The indicator displays the pressure by five steps.
Indication

Up to 6.0 kPa:	(1) to (4) are displayed in dark gray.
-5.9 kPa to -2.1 kPa:	(1) is displayed in light gray, and (2) to (4) are displayed
in dark gray.
-2.0 kPa to +1.7 kPa:	(1) and (2) are displayed in light gray, and (3) and (4)
are displayed in dark gray.
+1.8 kPa to +5.5 kPa:	(1) to (3) are displayed in light gray, and (4) is displayed
in dark gray.
+5.6 kPa to +8.1 kPa: (1) to (4) are displayed in white.
+8.2 kPa or higher: (1) to (4) are displayed in orange.
		
If the pressure is +9.3 kPa or higher, “FFF” is displayed.
The pressure indicators are not displayed if the balloon switch 1 or 2 on the main unit is off (if
air supply or discharge is stopped).

4.4 Error Code Display
If an error is detected, the corresponding error code is displayed.
For details, see “12.3 Error Codes” in Chapter 12 “Troubleshooting.”
“12.3 Error Codes”
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Chapter 5 Graphic Display
5.1 Outline
The status of the balloon on the endoscope or over-tube connected to the tube connector is
displayed graphically on the monitor.
The status of the balloon connected to the tube can be displayed graphically by connecting
the video output terminal on the back panel of the main unit and an NTSC monitor.

5.2 Graphic Display
The status of the balloon on the endoscope or over-tube connected to the tube connector is
displayed graphically.
The balloon connected to the tube connector 1 (over-tube side) is displayed on the left side,
and the balloon connected to the tube connector 2 (endoscope side) is displayed on the right
side.
Balloon on the over-tube side

Balloon on the endoscope side

26
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5.2.1 List of Graphic Displays
Status

Display

Description

Air discharge
stopped

The pressure in the balloon is -6.0 kPa or
lower.

Air discharge in
progress

Air discharge from the balloon is in
progress.

Air discharge
paused

Air discharge from the balloon is paused
with the pause switch on the remote
switch.

Air supply stopped

The pressure in the balloon is +5.6 kPa or
higher.

Air supply in
progress

Air supply to the balloon is in progress.

Air supply paused

Air supply to the balloon is paused with
the pause switch on the remote switch.

Abnormal pressure

This indication is displayed in orange if
the pressure in the balloon is +8.2 kPa or
higher.

Breakage of
balloon

This indication is displayed in orange if
the breakage of a balloon is detected.

Disengagement of
tube

If the disengagement of a tube is detected,
the disengaged tube is displayed in
orange.

Detection of
abnormality of unit

If an abnormality is detected in the unit,
the unit is displayed in orange.
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Chapter 6 Preparation and Inspection
Introduction
The workflow before using this product is shown below. Refer to each section by following
this flowchart.

1

Connect an external monitor to PB-30 as necessary.

"6.1 Connecting PB-30 and an External Monitor"

2

Connect the filter and tube to the main unit.

"6.2.1 Inspecting the Filter and Tube"

"6.2.3 Connecting the Filter and Tube to the Main
Unit"

3

Install PB-30 onto the cart and connect the remote

4

Connect PB-30 and the endoscope.

"6.4 Connecting PB-30 and the Endoscope"

5

Inspect the functions of PB-30.

"6.5.1 Inspecting the Functions of the Pump and the

"6.3 Installation of PB-30"

switch.

Balloon"
"6.5.2 Inspecting the Pressure Control Mechanism"

6

Install the foot switch as necessary.

"6.6 Installation and Operation of Foot Switch"
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6.1 Connecting PB-30 and an External Monitor

WARNING
If an external monitor is used, connect the power cable to receptacles
for peripherals on the cart or a receptacle via an insulating transformer.
Not doing so may increase the enclosure leakage current, posing a risk
of injury or electric shock to the patient and/or the physician when he/
she comes into contact with those devices.
Connect the external monitor in accordance with the specification of
the insulating transformer.
Connect PB-30 and an external monitor with a cable.

PB-30
External monitor

For the S video terminal
For the video output terminal

6.2 Attaching the Filter and Tube

CAUTION
Do not turn the filter forcibly. Doing so may damage the filter.
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6.2.1 Inspecting the Filter and Tube
(1) Clean and disinfect (or sterilize) the filter and tube of the
tube kit in accordance with Chapter 8 “Cleaning” and
Chapter 10 “Sterilization.”
(2) Make sure that there is no irregularity such as a flaw or
deformation in the appearance of the filter and tube.
[Note]
If any abnormality such as a flaw or deformation is found,
replace it with a new one.

For TY-06 and TY-500, make sure that there is no
irregularity such as a flaw or deformation in the
appearance of the packing on the connector of the tube
(endoscope side).

Packing

[Note]
The filter and tube are consumable supplies. Replace
them with new ones once a month or once every 10 cases,
whichever comes first.
[Note]
If body fluid flows back to the filter and is trapped there,
be sure to replace the complete set of the filter and tube
kit.
[Note]
Be sure to turn off the power switch before disconnecting
the filter and tube from the main unit.
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6.2.2 Connection Between PB-30 and Tube
[Note] Use the tube kit in combination with the devices in“Main Specifications”.
<Tube Connection (TY-04)>

Tube 1

Tube 2

<Tube Connection (TY-06)>

Tube 1

Tube 2
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<Tube Connection (TY-400)>

Tube 1

Tube 2

<Tube Connection (TY-500)>

Tube 1

Tube 2
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6.2.3

Connecting the Filter and Tube to the Main Unit

(1) Attach a filter on each tube connector. Hold the outer side
of the filter and turn clockwise to attach.

(2) Connect the tube to the attached filter.
<In the case of TY-04 and TY-06>
Connect the tube 1 (white) to the tube connector 1
(over-tube side) and the tube 2 (transparent) to the tube
connector 2 (endoscope side).

In case of TY-04 and TY-06

<In the case of TY-400 and TY-500>
Connect the tube kit so that the letters on the rubber plate
are in the correct direction.
[Note]
When connecting the tube kit, hold the tubes near the
rubber plate.
In case of TY-400 and TY-500
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6.3 Installation of PB-30

WARNING
Use the power source at the rated voltage. Only use the power cord
provided with this product. Improper use of power may cause electric
shock or fire.
Connect the power plug to the protective earth receptacle. Do not
set up this product in locations where there is any risk of contact with
water. No one except service personnel should open the cover. There
is a risk of accidents by electric shock.
Do not take power from a power strip placed on the floor.
There is a risk of accidents by electric shock.
Do not take power for the second power strip from the first power strip.
Impedance of protective earth may increase and there is a risk of
accidents by electric shock.
Do not connect any unit other than the equipment composing this
system to the power strip.
Leakage current may increase, posing a risk of injury or electric shock
to the patient and/or the physician when he/she comes into contact
with the device.
If the power cords of the peripherals are connected without using the
insulation transformer, the enclosure leakage current may increase,
posing a risk of injury or electric shock to the patient and/or the
physician when he/she comes into contact with those devices.
Do not simultaneously touch the patient and any terminals of the
devices that make up the system. Doing so may cause electric shock.
Do not use the equipment in atmosphere of flammable gas. Doing so
may cause explosion or fire.
If the inspection result shows any abnormality, do not use the
equipment. Use of faulty equipment may cause misdiagnosis or injury.
[Note] Do not use any 3-core/2-core converting plug because it does not allow protective
earth.
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CAUTION
Do not close the vent holes. Otherwise, the instrument may get
overheated.
Install this product in a flat place where there is no vibration or shock. If
not installed, it may fall down or be broken.
Use the power source at the rated voltage. Only use the power cord
provided with this product. Not doing so can create a risk of damage to
the equipment.
Configure the ME system according to the maximum allowable current
of the power strip to be used.
When operating the equipment, wear rubber gloves. Otherwise, the
equipment may malfunction due to static electricity.
Do not put anything on the main unit. Doing so may damage the main
unit.

(1) Place this product attached with filter and tube on the
movable shelf of the cart, so that the pressure gauge can
be observed.
(2) Make sure that the power switch is turned off.
(3) Wrap the remote switch with a waterproof sheet.

(4) Insert the power cord into the power supply connector on
the rear panel of the main unit and connect it securely.
[Note]
Even when the power cord is already connected, make
sure that the power cord is connected securely.
35
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(5) Connect the remote switch with the indicator on the RC
connector facing up into the remote terminal of the main
unit, and secure it by rotating the outer ring clockwise.

(6) Place the remote switch in a place in which it can be
operated easily.
(7) Insert the power plug of this product into the peripheral
receptacle on the cart.

6.4 Connecting PB-30 and the Endoscope
[Note] For details on how to attach the over-tube and the balloon, refer to the operation
manual of the over-tube and that of endoscope.

(1) Wear disinfected or sterilized gloves.
(2) Connect the tube 2 (endoscope side) of the tube kit to the
endoscope.
<In the case of TY-04 and TY-400>
Insert the connector of the tube into the balloon air feed
inlet of the endoscope, and rotate the connector clockwise
to secure it.
In case of TY-04 and TY-400

<In the case of TY-06 and TY-500>
Insert the connector of the tube into the balloon air feed
inlet of the endoscope.

In case of TY-06 and TY-500
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(3) Connect the the tube 1 (over-tube side) of the tube kit to
the over-tube.
<In the case of TY-04 and TY-06>
Connect the connector of the tube to the balloon air feed
inlet of the over-tube.

In case of TY-04 and TY-06

<In the case of TY-400 and TY-500>
Connect the connector of the tube to the air feed inlet of
the over-tube.

In case of TY-400 and TY-500
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6.5 Inspecting PB-30
6.5.1 Inspecting the Functions of the Pump and the Balloon
(1) Turn on the power switch.
The power switch lights up and self-diagnosis starts.

If there is no abnormality, the balloon switch lights up
in green and air is discharged from the channel on the
over-tube side and that on the endoscope side.
[Note]
If there is any abnormality, an error message will be
displayed on the pressure indicator.
Chapter 12 “Troubleshooting”

(2) Make sure that the inside light is on and the outside light
is off on the toggle switches 1 and 2 of the remote switch.
(3) Press the toggle switch 1 of the remote switch.
Make sure that the outside light lights up and the balloon
on the over-tube inflates.
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(4) Press the toggle switch 1 once again.
Make sure that the inside light lights up and the balloon
deflates.

(5) Put the end of the over-tube into water. Press the toggle
switch 1 to inflate the balloon by supplying air. Make
sure that there is no air leakage by putting the end of the
over-tube into water.
After confirmation, press the toggle switch 1 to deflate the
balloon by discharging air.

(6) Attach the over-tube to the endoscope. Attach the balloon
to the tip of the endoscope.
For details on how to attach the over-tube and balloon,
refer to the operation manual of the endoscope.

(7) Press the toggle switch of the remote switch 2 in a similar
manner.
Make sure that the outside light lights up and the balloon
on the endoscope inflates.
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(8) Press the toggle switch 2 once again.
Make sure that the inside light lights up and the balloon
deflates.

(9) Inflate the balloon again and make sure that there is no air
leakage by putting the end of the endoscope into water.
After confirmation, press the toggle switch 2 to deflate the
balloon by discharging air.

(10) Turn off the power switch.

6.5.2 Inspecting the Pressure Control Mechanism
(1) Turn on the power switch.
The power switch lights up in green and air is discharged
from the channel on the over-tube side and that on the
endoscope side.

(2) Press the display mode toggle switch to switch to the
pressure value display mode.
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(3) Make sure that the indications on the pressure indicator 1
and 2 are stable at about -6 kPa.

(4) Wrap the balloon on the over-tube lightly with your hand.

(5) Press the toggle switch 1 of the remote switch to supply
air.

(6) Make sure that the balloon inflates and the indication of
the pressure indicator is stable at about +5.6 kPa.
[Note]
The pressure indicator becomes an orange display
momentarily during air feed. But, it happens by the timing
of air feed and pressure display, it is not abnormal.
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(7) Press the toggle switch 1 once again to deflate the balloon
by discharging air.

(8) Wrap the balloon on the endoscope lightly with your hand.

(9) Press the toggle switch 2 of the remote switch to supply
air.

(10) Make sure that the balloon inflates and the indication of
the pressure indicator is stable at about +5.6 kPa.
[Note]
The pressure indicator becomes a red display momentarily
during air feed. But, it happens by the timing of air feed
and pressure display, it is not abnormal.
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(11) Press the toggle switch 2 once again to deflate the balloon
by discharging air.
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6.6 Installation and Operation of Foot Switch
The balloon can be controlled with the optional foot switch (FS1) connected to the foot
switch terminal.

Connect the connector of the foot switch (FS1) to the foot
switch terminal of the main unit.

Gray Switch (Gray) : The function of this switch is the same as that of the toggle switch 1
of the remote switch.
		 Pressing of this switch toggles between air supply and discharge to/
from the balloon on the over-tube side.
Black Switch (Black) : The function of this switch is the same as that of the toggle switch 2
of the remote switch.
		 Pressing of this switch toggles between air supply and discharge to/
from the balloon on the endoscope side.
[Note] Even when the foot switch is connected, the remote switch can be used.
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Chapter 7 How to Use the Equipment
This chapter outlines how to operate this product according to the general procedures.

7.1 Operating the Balloon

CAUTION
Do not operate the balloon forcibly. Doing so may damage mucous
membrane.
If an error occurs during operation, the buzzer sounds.
If this happens, press the stop switch to stop the buzzer and then press the toggle switch
to discharge air. After that, take appropriate measures referring to “12.2 If the Buzzer
Sounds.”
“12.2 If the Buzzer Sounds”

7.1.1 Supplying Air into the Balloon
<Supplying Air into the Balloon on the Endoscope>
(1) Press the toggle switch 2 of the remote switch.
The outside light lights up and air is supplied to the
balloon on the endoscope side.
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(2) If the balloon is inflated and the pressure inside the channel
reaches +5.6 kPa, air supply is adjusted automatically to
keep the balloon inflated.

<Supplying Air into the Balloon on the Over-tube>
(1) Press the toggle switch 1 on the remote switch.
The outside light lights up and air is fed to the balloon on
the over-tube side.
(2) If the balloon is inflated and the pressure inside the channel
reaches +5.6 kPa, air supply is adjusted automatically to
keep the balloon inflated.
7.1.2 Discharging Air from the Balloon
<Discharging Air from the Balloon on the Endoscope>
(1) Press the toggle switch 2 of the remote switch.
The inside light lights up and air is discharged from the
balloon on the endoscope side.

(2) If the balloon is deflated and the pressure inside the
channel reaches -6.0 kPa, air discharge is adjusted
automatically to keep the balloon deflated.
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<Discharging Air from the Balloon on the Over-tube>
(1) Press the toggle switch 1 of the remote switch.
The inside light lights up and air is discharged from the
balloon on the over-tube side.
(2) If the balloon is deflated and the pressure inside the
channel reaches -6.0 kPa, air discharge is adjusted
automatically to keep the balloon deflated.

7.1.3 Maintaining the Balloon Status at a Specified Pressure
When the pressure inside the channel reaches 5.6 kPa or -6.0 kPa, this product automatically
adjusts air supply or discharge to keep the balloon status. To maintain the balloon status (state
of inflation or deflation) at a specified pressure, follow the procedure below.

<Maintaining the Balloon Status of the Endoscope>
(1) During air supply or discharge, press the pause switch of
the remote switch.
The lamp of the switch lights up during pausing.

(2) To cancel maintaining the balloon status, press the stop
switch once again.
Air supply or discharge resumes.
[Note]
To switch from pausing during air supply to air discharge,
or from pausing during air discharge to air supply, press
the toggle switch without releasing the paused state.
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7.2 Completion of Examination
(1) Discharge air from the balloons of the endoscope and
over-tube by operating the toggle switch or stop switch.

(2) After the balloons are completely deflated, slowly
withdraw the endoscope and over-tube.
[Note]
Withdraw the endoscope after the balloon is completely
deflated.

(3) Turn off the power switch.
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7.3 Removing PB-30
Remove the tube kit from the endoscope.

<In the case of TY-04 and TY-400>
(1) Rotate the tube counterclockwise to disconnect it from the
balloon air feed inlet of the endoscope and the over-tube's
air feed inlet.

In case of TY-04 and TY-400

<In the case of TY-06 and TY-500>
(1) Detach the tube from the balloon air feed inlet of the
endoscope while holding down the arms of the tube kit.

In case of TY-06 and TY-500

(2) Remove the tube kit from the over-tube.
[Note]
Dispose of the removed over-tube.
(3) Remove the waterproof sheet used for wrapping the
remote switch and dispose of the sheet.
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(4) Remove the tube kit and the filter from the main unit of
PB-30.
[Note]
Turn off the power switch before removing the filter and
tube from the main unit.
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Chapter 8 Cleaning
8.1 Conditions of Cleaning

CAUTION
Clean and sterilize (or disinfect) this product properly according to the
procedures described in this manual, immediately after an examination
is completed. There is a risk of infection and/or damaging this product.

CAUTION
Perform cleaning of the equipment using the described recommendations.
Improper cleaning may cause damage to the equipment.
The main unit and the remote switch cannot be immersed in reprocessing solutions. The
cleaning methods applicable to each product are shown in Table 8.1.
The remote switch should not be exposed to fluids. Recommendations for reprocessing of
the tube kits are described on the following pages.
Low foaming, neutral pH enzymatic detergents are recommended. For specific names of
compatible detergents, contact your local FUJIFILM dealer.
Refer to the detergent manufacturer's instructions for preparation and use. Personal
protective equipment should be worn by end users during reprocessing.
Table 8.1 Compatible methods of cleaning for PB-30 and consumable supplies
Chemical cleaning

Ultrasonic cleaning

Main unit

No

No

Remote switch

No

No

Tube

Yes

Yes

Filter

No

No

Yes

No

Tube kit
Balloon
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8.2 Necessary Equipment and Materials
Prepare the necessary equipment.

Sterile gauze

Syringe

Personal protective equipment.
Rubber gloves
Goggles
Mask
Protective clothing
Cleaning fluid

Container for cleaning fluid
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8.3 Cleaning
8.3.1

Cleaning Tube Kit

(1) Fill a basin with fresh cleaning fluid prepared according
to the cleaning fluid manufacturer’s recommendations to
completely immerse the tube kit.

(2) Immerse the entire tube kit in the cleaning fluid.
(3) Clean the surface of the tube kit in the cleaning fluid using
a clean lint-free cloth.
(4) Attach a syringe filled with the cleaning fluid to the
balloon controller side connector. Flush 30 mL or more
of cleaning fluid into the tube kit with a syringe until air
bubbles disappear.

(5) Inject the cleaning fluid with a syringe into all openings,
internal areas and gaps of the tube kit in the cleaning fluid
to remove all air bubbles.
(6) Keep the tube kit immersed in the cleaning fluid for
the contact conditions recommended by the cleaning
fluid manufacturer and cover the basin to prevent the
vaporization of cleaning fluid.
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(7) Remove the tube kit from the cleaning fluid.
(8) Inject air with a syringe into the tube kit to purge the
cleaning fluid.
(9) Fill a basin with potable water to completely immerse the
tube kit.
(10) Soak the tube kit in the potable water, and rinse it while
gently shaking.
(11) Flush potable water into the tube kit to rinse inside of it.
(12) Repeat steps (10) and (11) two more times for a total of 3
rinses.
(13) Inject potable water into all openings, internal areas and
gaps of the tube kit with a syringe in the potable water to
remove all air bubbles completely.
(14) Pull the tube kit out of the potable water.
(15) To more forcefully expel residual water, it is recommended
to inject filtered compressed air up to 228 kPa for at least
30 seconds into the tube kit to ensure more thorough
drying.
[Note]
It is also recommended to loosely place a sterile gauze
over the opposite (open) end of the tube kit while injecting
compressed air to prevent aerosolization of residual water.
(16) Wipe off the remaining water on the tube kit with a clean
lint-free cloth.
If you find any debris, repeat these procedures.
(17) Dry the tube thoroughly.
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Chapter 9 Chemical Disinfection
9.1 Methods of Chemical Disinfection
Prior to disinfection, cleaning should be performed according to Section 8.3.
Table 9.1 Compatible

methods of cleaning, disinfection and sterilization for PB-30 and consumable supplies
Method of cleaning

Method of disinfection and sterilization

Chemical
cleaning

Ultrasonic
cleaning

Autoclaving

Chemical
disinfection

Gas
sterilization

Main unit

No

No

No

No

No

Remote switch

No

No

No

No

No

Tube

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Filter

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes [Note 1]

Yes [Note 2]

Tube kit
Balloon

[Note 1] Follow the conditions of disinfection (Section 9.2).
[Note 2] Follow the sterilization procedure for the balloon (Section 10.4).
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9.2 Conditions of Disinfection

CAUTION
Disinfect the tube and balloon according to the specific methods
described in this manual. There is a risk of damage to the equipment.
The tube and balloon have not been disinfected and sterilized.
When using them for the first time, use the level of disinfection or sterilization suitable to
the application.
Legally marketed 2.4 to 3.5% glutaraldehyde solutions can be used with the tube and
balloon for disinfection when used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Contact your local FUJIFILM dealer for names of compatible glutaraldehyde solutions.
Refer to the chemical solution manufacturer’s instructions regarding preparation, use and
exposure conditions.
Check the expiration date of chemical solution before use. Do not use a chemical solution
beyond its expiration date.
Do not use a chemical solution whose efficacy is not sufficient. Check the chemical
solution’s efficacy before use according to the manufacturer’s recommendation (such as
using a test strip), referring to the instructions of chemical solution.
Ensure that the tube and balloon are completely immersed during disinfection. If the tube
and balloon are not completely immersed, disinfection may not be achieved.
The balloon has not been pre-sterilized. When using it for the first time, use the level of
reprocessing suitable to the application, in accordance with Chapter 8 “Cleaning,” Chapter
9 “Chemical Disinfection,” and Chapter 10 “Sterilization.”
The balloon is intended for single patient use. Do not reuse it in order to prevent infection.
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9.3 Chemical Disinfection of Balloon

WARNING
The balloon must be completely immersed in a chemical solution.
Remove air bubbles completely. If any air bubbles remain, effective
disinfection cannot be achieved and an inadequately balloon may pose
an infection risk.

(1) Fill a basin with a chemical solution prepared according
to chemical solution manufacturer's recommendations to
completely immerse the balloon.
[Note]
When carrying out disinfection, follow the conditions
indicated in “9.2 Conditions of Disinfection.”
(2) Completely immerse the balloon in the chemical solution.
(3) Wipe the surface of balloon with sterile gauze in the
chemical solution for at least 15 seconds.
(4) Clean the inside of the balloon by kneading it with fingers
for at least 15 seconds.
(5) Flush the chemical solution with a syringe into all
openings, internal areas and gaps of the balloon in the
chemical solution to remove air bubbles completely.
(6) Flush 90 mL of chemical solution forcefully with a syringe
into internal of balloon in the chemical solution.
(7) Confirm no air bubbles inside and the outer of the balloon.
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(8) Keep the balloon immersed in the chemical solution in
accordance with the temperature, concentration and time
recommended by the chemical solution manufacturer, and
cover the basin to prevent the vaporization of the chemical
solution.
[Note]
Confirm that no potions of the balloon fold over onto itself
which may prevent contact of balloon surfaces with the
chemical solution.
(9) Remove the balloon from the chemical solution.
(10) Fill the basin with sterile water.
(11) Soak the balloon in sterile water, and rinse it well while
gently shaking.
(12) Clean the inside of the balloon by kneading it with fingers
for at least 15 seconds.
(13) Flush sterile water with a syringe into all openings,
internal areas and gaps of the balloon with a syringe, and
wipe its surfaces with sterile gauze in sterile water to
remove air bubbles completely.
(14) Remove the balloon from sterile water.
(15) Wipe off the remaining water with sterile gauze.
(16) Dry the balloon thoroughly.
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9.4 Disinfection of Tube Kit

WARNING
The tube kit must be completely immersed in a chemical solution.
Remove air bubbles completely. If any air bubbles remain, effective
disinfection cannot be achieved and an inadequately disinfected tube
kit may pose an infection risk.

(1) Fill a basin with chemical solution prepared according
to the chemical solution manufacturer’s instructions to
completely immerse the entire tube kit.
(2) Completely immerse the tube kit in the chemical solution.
(3) Inject 30 mL or more of chemical solution into the tube kit
until air bubbles disappear.
(4) Inject chemical solution into all openings, internal areas
and gaps of the tube kit with a syringe, and wipe the
surface of it with gauze to remove all air bubbles.
(5) Keep the tube kit immersed in the chemical solution for
the contact conditions recommended by the chemical
solution manufacturer, and cover the basin to prevent the
vaporization of chemical solution.
[Note]
When carrying out disinfection, follow the conditions
indicated in “9.2 Conditions of Disinfection.”
(6) Pull the tube kit out of the chemical solution.
(7) Inject air with a syringe into the tube kit to discharge the
chemical solution.
(8) Fill sterile water in the basin which can immerse the tube
kit completely.
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(9) Soak the tube kit in sterile water, and rinse it well while
gently shaking.
(10) Flush sterile water into the tube kit to rinse inside of it.
(11) Repeat steps (9) and (10) two more times for a total of 3
rinses.
(12) Inject sterile water into all openings, internal areas and
gaps of the tube kit with a syringe, and wipe the surface
with sterile gauze in the sterile water to remove air bubbles
completely.
(13) Remove the tube kit from the sterile water.
(14) Inject air with a syringe into the tube kit to discharge
sterile water completely.
(15) Inject Ethanol or IPA with a syringe into the tube kit.
(16) To more forcefully expel residual Ethanol or IPA, it
is recommended to inject filtered compressed air up to
228 kPa for at least 30 seconds into the tube kit to ensure
more thorough drying.
[Note]
It is also recommended to loosely place a sterile gauze
over the opposite (open) end of the tube kit while injecting
compressed air to prevent aerosolization of residual
Ethanol or IPA.
(17) Wipe off the remaining water on the tube kit with sterile
gauze/clean lint-free cloth.
(18) Dry it thoroughly.
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Chapter 10 Sterilization

CAUTION
Do not sterilize the main unit and the remote switch. Doing so may
damage the equipment.

10.1 Methods of Sterilization
The tube kit can be sterilized with a pre-vacuum steam sterilizer. To ensure effective
sterilization, carry out cleaning carefully before autoclaving.
Table 10.1 Compatible

methods of cleaning, disinfection and sterilization for PB-30 and consumable
supplies
Method of cleaning

Method of disinfection and sterilization

Chemical
cleaning

Ultrasonic
cleaning

Autoclaving

Chemical
disinfection

Gas
sterilization

Main unit

No

No

No

No

No

Remote switch

No

No

No

No

No

Tube

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Filter

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes [Note 1]

Yes [Note 2]

Tube kit
Balloon

[Note 1] Follow the conditions of disinfection (Section 9.2).
[Note 2] Follow the sterilization procedure for the balloon (Section 10.4)
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10.2 Sterilizing Tube Kit
[Note] Prior to steam sterilization, ensure that the tube kit has been thoroughly cleaned
following the instructions provided.

(1) Dry out the tube kit completely.
(2) Put the tube kit in a sterile pack, and then seal the sterile
pack tightly. See the operation manual of sterile pack for
sealing up.
(3) After putting the tube kit packed inside the sterile
pack into the pre-vacuum steam sterilizer, follow
the instructions provided by the manufacturer of the
pre-vacuum steam sterilizer as well as specific sterilization
parameters described in this manual.
For recommended pre-vacuum steam sterilization
parameters, refer to “10.3 Autoclave” in this operation
manual.
(4) Store it according to “11.2 Storage.”
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10.3 Autoclave
The efficacy of autoclaving sterilization is influenced by many factors including but not
limited to packaging of non-sterile items, positioning and placing in sterilizer, and load
capacity. Check the efficacy of sterilization using biological and chemical indicators. Use
only legally marketed sterilizers and sterilization accessories.
Also, follow the sterilization guideline provided by health service authorities, public
institutions and other facilities, and the operation manual of sterilizer.
For the operation of the autoclave equipment, follow the instruction manual for the
autoclave equipment or the instructions from the manufacturer.

CAUTION
Do not sterilize the equipment at the temperature over 134ºC Doing so
may damage the equipment.
To better ensure successful sterilization, clean carefully according to Chapter 8.

(1) Coil the tube, seal it in a sterile pack.
(2) Carry out autoclaving operation in accordance with the
operation manual of the pre-vacuum steam sterilizer.

Recommended pre-vacuum steam sterilization
(autoclaving) conditions
Sterilizer type

Pre-vacuum

Temperature

132°C

Exposure time

4 minutes

Drying time

20 minutes

[Note]	The above pre-vacuum steam sterilization
(autoclaving) conditions (132°C for 4 minutes)
were used in FUJIFILM's validation studies.
However, each health care facility should
follow the relevant industry standards,
facility-specific procedures and sterilizer
manufacturer's instructions to ensure the
adequacy of its sterilization processes.
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10.4 Sterilization of Balloon

WARNING
Proceed with gas sterilization after removing moisture from the balloon.
Applying gas sterilization to wet surfaces may compromise sterilization.

CAUTION
Proceed with aeration after gas sterilization. Gas residuals remaining
in the balloon after gas sterilization may be harmful to the human body.
Use gas sterilization to sterilize the balloon.
For gas sterilization, the specific parameters described in Table 10.2 are recommended.
We have confirmed that our equipment is compatible with the sterilization conditions
shown below.
Table 10.2 Conditions of EOG sterilization (chamber type)
Concentration of
ethylene oxide

Temperature

Humidity

Pressure

Time

Aeration

20 v/v%

55ºC

Normal
humidity

100 kPa or more
(relative pressure)

4 hours

Atmospheric
pressure

(1) Before gas sterilization, clean the balloon, rinse it with
water, and remove moisture from all balloon surfaces.
Insufficient removal of moisture may compromise
sterilization.
(2) Gas-sterilize it according to the conditions shown in Table
10.2. After sterilization, aerate it thoroughly.

Temperature

Time

55ºC

12 hours
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Chapter 11 Storage and Maintenance

WARNING
Dry the tube kit before storing them. If the tube kit is stored without
drying it, there is a risk of infection.

CAUTION
Clean the equipment in the proper way as specified. Do not store the
equipment in locations that do not satisfy the storage conditions. There
is a risk of damage to the equipment.

11.1 Maintenance after Use
(1) If dust collects on the equipment or any soil adheres, wipe
with a soft cloth such as gauze gently.
(2) If the equipment is soiled too much or the soil is difficult
to remove, wipe gently with gauze moistened with neutral
detergent diluted 5 to 6 times with water.

(3) If liquid such as body fluid or blood is attached to the main
unit or remote switch, wear personal protective equipment,
and wipe it off with alcohol-soaked gauze.
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11.2 Storage

CAUTION
Store in a state in which no force is applied to the tube. Do not store
in locations that do not satisfy the storage conditions. Otherwise,
equipment failure may occur.
Store this product in a location that satisfies the following storage conditions.
Sterilize the tube and filter before storing them.
Store the tube, filter and cable where they are not subject to an excessive force.
Storage Conditions
Temperature : -10 to +45°C
Humidity
: 30 to 95%RH (no dew condensation)
Pressure
: 70 to 106 kPa (within range of atmospheric pressure)

The equipment will wear out and degrade after repeated use for a long period. Have it
checked by specialists once every six months or once every 100 cases, whichever comes
first.
Also have it checked if there is anything wrong with the equipment.
[Note] The filter and tube are consumable supplies. Replace them with new ones once a
month or once every 10 cases, whichever comes first.
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Chapter 12 Troubleshooting
If this product becomes inoperative or if any abnormality is found, inspect this product and
take appropriate measures according to the table below.
If the problem persists even after taking countermeasures or if the phenomenon is not found
in the table below, contact your local FUJIFILM dealer.
If the measured pressure and the error code is displayed alternately on the pressure display,
refer to “12.3 Error Codes.”
“12.3 Error Codes”

12.1 Troubleshooting
Symptom
The equipment does not
operate even though the
power switch is turned
“ON.”
(The green lamp inside
the power switch does not
light up.)

Remote switch cannot be
operated.

Air cannot be supplied
to the balloon on the
endoscope side even
though the toggle switch
on the endoscope side is
pressed to supply air.

Possible cause

Action to take

1) The power plug is disconnected
from the socket.

1) Insert the power plug into the socket firmly.

2) Defective power cord

2) Check the power cord. If any abnormality such as
a scratch is found, contact your local FUJIFILM
dealer.

3) Defective socket

3) Check whether rated voltage is supplied to the
socket. If the problem persists, contact your local
FUJIFILM dealer.

4) Blown fuse

4) Contact your local FUJIFILM dealer.

1) The connector of the remote
switch is not connected.

1) Connect the connector of the remote switch.

2) Loose remote switch connector

2) Tighten the connector firmly.

3) Software malfunction

3) Remove the tube from the air inlet of the
endoscope and over-tube and carry out evacuation
manually using a syringe. Then, withdraw the
endoscope and over-tube while making sure
of safety on the monitor screen and stop the
examination.

1) The luer lock of the tube
(endoscope side) to be connected
to the balloon air feed inlet of the
endoscope is disconnected.

1) Connect the luer lock to the balloon air inlet of
the endoscope.

2) Poor attachment of the balloon
on the endoscope

2) Re-attach the balloon on the endoscope.

3) Breakage of the balloon

3) Replace with a new balloon.

4) Incorrect connection of the tube
kit

4) Remove the tube kit and then connect it again.
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The balloon on the
over-tube inflates even
though the toggle switch
2 (endoscope side) is
pressed to feed air.

1) The tube 1 (over-tube side) of
TY-04/TY-06 is connected to the
tube connector 2.

1) Reconnect the tube 1 (over-tube side) of TY-04/
TY-06 to the tube connector 1 and the tube 2
(endoscope side) to the tube connector 2.

2) The plate of TY-400/TY-500 is
installed upside down.

2) Install the tube kit so that the letters on the plate
of TY-400/TY-500 are in the correct direction.

The balloon on the overtube does not inflate even
though the toggle switch
on the over-tube side is
pressed to feed air.

1) The luer lock of the tube
(over-tube side) to be connected
to the over-tube’s air feed inlet is
disconnected.

1) Connect the luer lock to the balloon air inlet of
the over-tube.

2) The tube (over-tube side) is
connected to the over-tube’s
water feed inlet.

2) Disconnect the tube for the over-tube connected
to the over-tube water inlet and reconnect it to the
air inlet.

3) Broken balloon

3) Replace the over-tube with a new one.

4) Incorrect connection of the filter
and tube.

4) Disconnect once and then reconnect.

The balloon on the
endoscope inflates even
though the toggle switch 1
(over-tube side) is pressed
to feed air.

1) The tube 2 (endoscope side) of
TY-04/TY-06 is connected to the
tube connector 1.

1) Reconnect the tube 1 (over-tube side) of TY-04/
TY-06 to the tube connector 1 and the tube 2
(endoscope side) to the tube connector 2.

2) The plate of TY-400/TY-500 is
installed upside down.

2) Install the tube kit so that the letters on the plate
of TY-400/TY-500 are in the correct direction.

The balloon dose not
deflate even though the
toggle switch pressed to
evacuate air.

1) Deterioration of pump or break
down of solenoid valve.

1) Remove the tube from the air inlet of the
endoscope and over-tube and carry out evacuation manually using a syringe. Then, withdraw
the endoscope and over-tube while making sure
of safety on the monitor screen and stop the
examination. Stop the examination and contact
your local FUJIFILM dealer.

2) Faulty filter

2) Replace the filter with a new one.

1) The tube 2 (endoscope side)
of TY-04/TY-06 is almost
disconnected.

1) Connect the tube 2 (endoscope side) of TY-04/
TY-06 securely.

2) The tube (endoscope side)

2) Connect the tube (endoscope side) of TY-400/
TY-500 securely.

The balloon on the
endoscope is inflated/
deflated slowly.

of TY-400/TY-500 is almost
disconnected.
3) The packing on the tube
(endoscope side) of TY-06/
TY-500 is disconnected or
damaged.

3) Replace the tube kit (TY-06/TY-500) with a new
one.
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Air supply to the balloon
or air discharge from
the balloon cannot be
stopped.

Software malfunction

Remove the tube from the air inlet of the endoscope
and over-tube and carry out evacuation manually
using a syringe. Then, withdraw the endoscope
and over-tube while making sure of safety on the
monitor screen and stop the examination.

The pressure indicator
becomes a red display
momentarily during air
feed.

By the timing of air feed and
pressure display, it is not abnormal.

This product can be used continuously.
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12.2 If the Buzzer Sounds
If any of the following conditions occurs, it is considered as an occurrence of an
abnormality, which makes the PB-30 buzzer sound.
• If the state in which the pressure inside the channel is exceeded +8.2 kPa continues for 5
seconds
• If the pressure does not reach “+5.6 kPa” within 60 seconds after starting air feed
• If the state in which the pressure inside the channel cannot be maintained at +5.6 kPa
continues for 40 seconds or longer
• If the pressure does not reach “- 6.0 kPa” within 30 seconds after starting air discharge
In these cases, press the stop switch to stop the buzzer and then press the toggle switch to
discharge air. After that, take the following measures depending on the situation.
[Note] If control with the remote switch becomes inoperative, remove the tube from the
air inlet of the Endoscope and over-tube and carry out evacuation manually using a
syringe. Then, take out the Endoscope and over-tube while making sure of safety on
the monitor screen and stop the examination.
[Note] When the buzzer sounds, the toggle switch and the pause switch on the side (over-tube
side or endoscope side) that is in an error state do not operate until the buzzer is
cancelled.
<If the state in which the pressure inside the channel is exceeded +8.2 kPa continues for 5 seconds>
Cause : External force has been applied to the balloon.
Countermeasure : Press the stop switch to clear the buzzer. The equipment automatically
reduces the pressure to +5.6 kPa to maintain the balloon status. Confirm
the safety on the Endoscope or X-ray image, and then restart operation.
< If the pressure does not reach “+5.6 kPa” within 60 seconds after starting air feed>
Cause : A tube or connector is disconnected.
Countermeasure : Press the stop switch to clear the buzzer. The equipment automatically
maintains air feed condition. Locate the disconnected part of the tube kit
and reconnect the tube or connector.
<If the state in which the pressure inside the channel cannot be maintained at +5.6 kPa continues for 40 seconds or
longer>
Cause : The balloon is broken.
Countermeasure : Remove the endoscopic accessories during processing. Press the stop
switch to clear the buzzer. Press the toggle switch to discharge air from the
balloon, withdraw the endoscope and replace the balloon.
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< If the pressure does not reach “- 6.0 kPa” within 30 seconds after starting evacuation>
Cause : A tube or connector is disconnected.
Countermeasure : Press the stop switch to clear the buzzer. The equipment automatically
maintains the balloon status. Locate the disconnected part of the tube kit
and reconnect the tube or connector.
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12.3 Error Codes
If any abnormality occurs, the measured pressure and the error code are displayed
alternately on the pressure display.
Error code

Indication method
Alternate indication
of the error and the
pressure for the
balloon in question

Possible cause

Action to take

Tube disconnection
detected at power-on

Clear the buzzer using the STOP switch.
Turn the power off, connect the tube and
then turn the power back to on.

Abnormal balloon
pressure detected

Clear the buzzer using the STOP switch,
and discharge air from the balloon in
question.

Tube disconnection
detected during air
supply

Clear the buzzer using the STOP switch
and check the tube connections. Connect
the tube if it is about to come off.

Broken balloon detected

Clear the buzzer using the STOP switch
and discharge air from the balloon, and
remove the endoscope and the over-tube.
Replace the scope balloon or the
over-tube.

Tube disconnection
detected during air
discharge

Clear the buzzer using the STOP switch
and check the tube connections. Connect
the tube if it is about to come off.

Alternate indication
at pressure
indicators 1 and 2

Abnormality with the
fan in the main unit

Clear the buzzer using the STOP switch.
Turn the power off. After at least five
seconds, turn the power back to on.
If the same error occurs again, remove the
tube from the air inlet of the endoscope
and over-tube and carry out evacuation
manually using a syringe. Then, withdraw
the endoscope and over-tube while
making sure of safety on the monitor
screen and stop the examination.

Alternate indication
of the error and the
pressure for the
balloon in question

Abnormality in the
pressure sensor inside
the main unit

Turn the power off. After at least five
seconds, turn the power back to on.
If the same error occurs again, remove the
tube from the air inlet of the endoscope
and over-tube and carry out evacuation
manually using a syringe. Then, withdraw
the endoscope and over-tube while
making sure of safety on the monitor
screen and stop the examination.
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Main Specifications
<Classification of Electric Instruments for Medical Uses>
1. Type of protection against electric shock:	Class I equipment (Power supply: Protective earth
plug)
2. Degree of protection against electric shock: Type BF applied part
3. Degree of explosion protection:	Use is prohibited in an oxygen-rich environment
or in a flammable gas atmosphere.
4. Degree of protection against ingress of water: IPX0
5. Mode of operation:
Continuous operation
<Applied Part>
Tube kit (tube and filter)
<PB-30>
Power supply

100 to 240VAC
50/60 Hz

Power consumption (rated)

0.8A

Fuse

T2.5A H 250V ×2

Set pressure accuracy

±2 kPa

Set air supply pressure

+5.6 kPa

Set evacuation pressure

-6.0 kPa

Warning pressure

More than +8.2 kPa

Maximum flow rate of pump

170ml±50ml/10sec

Applicable endoscope [Note]

EC-450BI5, EN-450P5/20, EN-450T5,
EN-450T5/W, EN-530T, EN-580T, EN-580XP,
EI-580BT

Applicable over-tube [Note]

TS-12140, TS-13140, TS-13101, TS-1214B,
TS-1314B, TS-1114B

Applicable balloon

BS-2, BS-4

Balloon connection system

2 systems

Type of pump

Diaphragm type

Switching between air feed and evacuation

Channel switching by solenoid valve

Excess pressure prevention mechanism

Leak valve type
(maximum ultimate pressure: +13 kPa)

Pressure detection system

Control by detecting pressure and time

Dimensions (W × H × D)

145 × 170 × 410 mm

Weight

7.0 ± 1.0 kg (main unit), 0.4 kg (remote switch)

[Note] Refer to “<Devices Used in Combination>” for the tube kits necessary to connect the
applicable endoscope and over-tube. For combinations other than those listed in the section,
contact your local FUJIFILM dealer.
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<Operation Environment>
Temperature
Humidity
Pressure

+10 to +40°C
30 to 85%RH (no dew condensation)
70 to 106 kPa (within range of atmospheric pressure)

<Storage Environment>
Temperature
Humidity
Pressure

-10 to +45°C
30 to 95%RH (no dew condensation)
70 to 106 kPa (within range of atmospheric pressure)

<Transport Environment>
Temperature
Humidity
Pressure

-10 to +45°C
30 to 95%RH (no dew condensation)
70 to 106 kPa (within range of atmospheric pressure)

<Compatible Consumables>
Tube kit

TY-04
TY-06
TY-400
TY-500

<Devices Used in Combination>
Tube kit
TY-04

TY-06

TY-400

TY-500

Endoscope

Over-tube

EN-450P5/20

TS-12140

EN-450T5
EN-450T5/W

TS-13140

EC-450BI5

TS-13101

EN-530T
EN-580T

TS-13140

EI-580BT

TS-13101

EN-450P5/20

TS-1214B

EN-450T5
EN-450T5/W

TS-1314B

EN-530T
EN-580T

TS-1314B

EN-580XP

TS-1114B
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<Medical Device Directive>
This product complies with the requirements of
European Directive 93/42/EEC.
Classification : Class IIa

<Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Information>
This product is intended for use in the electromagnetic environments specified below.
The customer or the user of this product should assure that it is used in such an
environment.
Electromagnetic emission compliance information and guidance
Emission standard

Compliance

RF emissions
EN 55011

Group I

Radiated emissions
EN 55011

Class B

Harmonic emissions
EN 61000-3-2

Class B

Voltage fluctuations/
flicker emissions
EN 61000-3-3

Applicable

Guidance
This product uses RF (Radio Frequency) energy
only for its internal function. Therefore, its
RF emissions are very low and are not likely
to cause any interference in nearby electric
equipment.
This product is intended for use in medical
facilities and commercial facilities.
If this product is used in domestic
establishments, electromagnetic interference
may occur on any equipments.
In this case, it is recommended to use this
product according to Chapter 1 “Safety.”
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Electromagnetic immunity compliance information and guidance
EN 60601-1-2
Test level

Immunity test

Compliance
level

Guidance

Electrostatic discharge (ESD)
EN 61000-4-2

± 6kV: contact
± 8kV: air

Same as left

Floors should be wood, concrete,
or ceramic tile. If floors are
covered with synthetic material,
the relative humidity should be at
least 30%.

Electrical fast transient/burst
EN 61000-4-4

± 2kV: for power supply lines
± 1kV: for input/output lines

Same as left

Main power quality should be that
of a typical commercial or hospital.

Surge
EN 61000-4-5

± 1kV: Line to line
± 2kV: Line to earth

Same as left

Main power quality should be that
of a typical commercial or hospital.

< 11.5V (> 218.5V dip)
For 0.5 cycle
Voltage dips, short
interruptions and voltage
variations on power supply
input lines
EN 61000-4-11

92V (138V dip)
For 5 cycle
161V (69V dip)
For 25 cycle

Same as left

Main power quality should be
that of a typical commercial or
hospital. If the user of this product
requires continued operation
during power mains interruptions,
it is recommended that this product
is powered from an uninterruptible
power supply or battery.

< 11.5V (> 218.5V dip)
For 5 sec
Power frequency (50/60 Hz)
magnetic field
EN 61000-4-8

3 A/m

Same as left

It is recommended to use this
product by maintaining enough
distance from any equipment that
operates with high current.
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Electromagnetic immunity compliance information and guidance
Immunity test

Compliance
level

EN 60601-1-2
Test level

Guidance
Portable and mobile RF communications equipment
should be used no closer to any part of this product,
including cables, than the recommended separation
distance calculated from the equation applicable to the
frequency of the transmitter.
Recommended separation distance

Conducted RF
EN 61000-4-6

3Vrms
150kHz to 80MHz

Radiated RF
EN 61000-4-3

3V/m
80MHz to 2.5GHz

3V[V1]
3V/m[E1]

d=

3.5
√P
V1

d=

3.5
√P
E1

80 to 800MHz

d=

7
√P
E1

800MHz to 2.5GHz

Where “P” is the maximum output power rating of the
transmitter in watts (W) according to the transmitter
manufacturer and “d” is the recommended separation
distance in meters (m).
This product complies with the requirements of
EN 60601-1-2: 2007.
However electromagnetic interference may occur on this
product under electromagnetic environment that exceeds
its noise level.
Electromagnetic interference may occur in the vicinity
of equipment marked with the following symbol.

Electromagnetic immunity compliance information and guidance
The customer or the user of this product can help prevent electromagnetic interference by maintaining a minimum
distance between portable and mobile RF communications equipment (transmitter) and this product as recommended
below, according to the maximum output power of the communications equipment.
Rated maximum output
power of transmitter P (W)
0.01
0.1
1
10
100

Separation distance related to frequency of the transmitter (m)
150kHz to 80MHz
d=1.2√P

80 to 800MHz
d=1.2√P

800MHz to 2.5GHz
d=2.3√P

0.12
0.38
1.2
3.8
12

0.12
0.38
1.2
3.8
12

0.23
0.73
2.3
7.3
23
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<Specifications of Video Signal>
Graphic display out put function
Output signal Composite video signal
Terminal shape BNC connector
		
S video terminal

<Block Diagram>
By operating the air feed pump and the evacuating pump in the apparatus, the endoscope
balloon and the over-tube balloon are alternately inflated and deflated.
Leak valve

Pressure sensor

Channel for
endoscope balloon

Air feed pump
Pressure
indication
Evacuating pump

Buzzer

Power connector

Fuse

Channel for
over-tube balloon

Solenoid
valve unit

Power supply

Power switch

Power plug

Pressure
indication

Remote switch
Control PWB
Composite video signal

Foot switch
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Warranty and After-Sales Service
<Certificate of Conformance>
This product is supplied with a certificate of conformance.

<After-Sales Service>
1)		If the equipment does not work properly, check it first by reading this manual again and
follow all instructions.
2)		 If the equipment is still not working well, contact your local FUJIFILM dealer.
3)		 Repairs during the warranty period
We will repair your equipment free of charge according to the provisions of the warranty.
The warranty period is one year after date of purchase. [Note]
[Note] Except consumable supplies
Note that the warranty is void in the following cases:
a. Damage caused by fire or natural disaster such as storms or floods.
b. Troubles caused by careless handling or misuse of the product on the part of the user.
c. Troubles caused by repair or modification by an unauthorized person.
4)		 Repairs after the warranty period
We will make a paid repair at your request if the equipment is found possible to restore
the normal function by repair. When contacting our service representative, provide the
following information.
Model name
Serial number
Description of failure
Date of purchase

: PB-30
:
: as detailed as possible
:
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Disposal of Electric and Electronic Equipment

Disposal of Electric and Electronic Equipment
Disposal of Used Electrical and Electronic Equipment (Applicable in the European
Union and other European countries with separate collection systems)
This symbol on the product, or in the manual and/or on this packaging, indicates that this
product shall not be treated as household waste.
Instead it should be taken to an applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and
electronic equipment.
By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential negative
consequences to the environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by
inappropriate waste handling of this product.
The recycling of materials will help to conserve natural resources. For more detailed
information about recycling of this product, contact your local FUJIFILM dealer.
In Countries outside the EU: If you wish to discard this product, contact your local
authorities and ask for the correct way of disposal.
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<W>
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<H>
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<O>
Operation environment......................................... 74
<P>
Power button.........................................................
Power cord............................................................
Preparation............................................................
Pressure display.....................................................
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<R>
Remote switch....................................................... 17
Remote terminal.................................................... 15
<S>
Safety.................................................................. 2, 7
Service................................................................... 79
Specifications........................................................ 73
Sterilization........................................................... 61
Storage.................................................................. 66
Storage conditions................................................. 66
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<T>
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Tube...................................................................... 29
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Service Centers

Service Centers
Contact our regional representative below or the distributor from which you purchased the product.
<Europe>
FUJIFILM Europe GmbH
http://www.fujifilm.eu/eu/
See our website to locate our representative in your country.

<USA>
Fujifilm Medical Systems U.S.A., Inc
http://www.fujifilmendoscopy.com/
(800) 385-4666

<Australia>
FUJIFILM Australia Pty Ltd.
http://www.fujifilm.com.au/
1800 060 209
<Asia>
FUJIFILM (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
http://www.fujifilm.com.sg/
6380-5540

If you are not a resident of the regions above, contact the distributor from which you purchased the product.
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FUJIFILM Corporation

26-30, Nishiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-8620, Japan

FUJIFILM Europe GmbH

Heesenstrasse 31, 40549 Duesseldorf, Germany

EU Importer:

FUJIFILM Europe B.V.

Oudenstaart 1, 5047 TK Tilburg, The Netherlands
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